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APX N50
Single-band P25 portable two-way radio



Simple. Reliable. Secure.
Staying connected and being able to collaborate, whenever, wherever,  
is a prerequisite for mobile workers.

Efficient teams know every moment counts to connect workers throughout 
your city — no matter if it’s day-to-day operations, a power outage, chemical 
spill or catastrophic storm.

Our APX N50 is a slim yet rugged pick-up-and-go radio that’s designed  
to give first responders, public-safety support and administrative staff 
secure communications that they can rely on in the field, to stay  
organized and effectively respond to whatever the day throws at them.
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Slim and sleek.  
Tough and powerful.
A super compact, simple layout radio to carry  
around all day long. Despite its size, it retains the  
built-in toughness of our APX portfolio with a modern 
industrial design and familiar control placement. 

Tough as nails
This radio is a powerful companion in the field. The APX N50  
portable radio is rated IP68, supports immersion in 2 meters of water 
for up to 2 hours, and tested to military standards so it’s ready to operate 
reliably in challenging environments.

Optimizing space and speed
The slim design doesn’t compromise usability. A variety of features 
accelerate radio operation to prioritize situational awareness and quick 
response. Large tactile controls and programmable buttons in a familiar 
location allow easy access to critical presets. The tough 2.4” front 
display presents a menu with information at a glance, and the large 
keypad is easy to navigate from first use, right out of the box.

Control with your voice
ViQi Basic Voice Control makes changing 
radio settings as simple as talking, with 
a touch of a button and specific voice 
commands. Easily switch to the home 
channel or your favorite presets. Adjust 
the volume, change an audio profile, check 
battery, or scan multiple channels without 
taking your eyes off your surroundings.

Sometimes accidents happen. Rely on us to help get your 
radios fixed and back in the field where they belong, with 
predictable costs to give you peace of mind, by choosing 
hardware repair and accidental damage services.

ViQi 
 Button
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Audio
Wired and wireless audio 
accessories that fit your needs 
and environment. Choose between 
remote speaker mics, surveillance 
kits, headsets and more. 

Carry
Belt clips designed for a secure hold 
yet easy access to the radio when 
worn on the waist or uniform - so 
your team can keep its hands free 
and stay focused on the task ahead.

Energy
If the battery dies, it jeopardizes 
everything. We offer a selection of 
IMPRES 2 batteries to provide energy 
for a full shift and a UL DIV 1 option 
for safety in HAZLOC environments. 
A choice of charging solutions 
enables you to charge one or  
up to six batteries simultaneously,  
so your radios are always ready  
for the next shift. 

Antennas
Our redesigned antennas are built 
for comfort without compromising 
performance. Short and flexible, 
these antennas conform to your 
mission-critical environments.

Advanced 
accessories
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Send audio 
without 
second 
guessing.
Messages get through loud  
and clear in noisy environments.

High Dynamic Range 
microphones (HDR)
Two high quality mics with a high overload 
point pick up and reproduce voices with 
excellent clarity. There’s no audio clipping  
or distortion, even when shouting. A custom 
speaker delivers not only loud, but clear  
audio for unruly scenarios - because  
every syllable counts.

Adaptive audio engine
Building upon the latest architecture is 
our proven APX Adaptive Audio Engine. It 
dynamically adjusts to give you the best audio  
in any environment. Sophisticated algorithms 
filter out unpredictable background noise  
and wind while working in tandem with the 
multiple microphones that track your voice 
from every angle, allowing you to speak into 
the radio without degrading speech quality. 

Environmentally aware audio
Additional environmentally aware audio 
features, Receive Volume Leveling and Noise 
Sensing Volume Control, keep your hands  
off the volume knob and your attention 
forward. Set the volume once and the APX  
N50 radio will automatically adjust for loud  
or soft talkers, and the changing ambient  
noise loudness in your surroundings –  
giving you the right volume at the right time.
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Secure communications.  
Efficiently managed.
MACE hardware protected
Protect sensitive information from eavesdroppers. Multiple hardware encryption algorithms 
including 256-bit AES, DES and ADP can be loaded to a MACE hardware encryption module that 
stores up to 48 keys and meets FIPS 140-3 level 1, level 3 and FIPS 197 standards. Securely 
update encryption keys with over-the-air rekeying (OTAR).

Optimize fleet management
Optimize fleet management by programming radios online in batches over Wi-Fi or OTAP, or use 
CPS for basic one-by-one offline programming. 

Managing a large fleet of radios can be complex, especially when your team requests changes to 
fielded radios. Leverage Radio Management to view your entire fleet from a single interface and 
efficiently push batch programming changes in minutes. Our team of experts is here to guide your 
transition from CPS to our advanced software programming platforms, whether you use a cable, 
Wi-Fi or OTAP. 
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Connect and 
collaborate
Connect seamlessly
With the latest collaborative features, the APX N50 is a radio you  
can rely on to connect teams, agencies and departments across 
boundaries with fast, interoperable communications. Connect across 
multiple frequencies, modes and protocols including Analog, Digital  
P25, Conventional or Trunked. 

Communicate reliably
With SmartConnect, APX N50 can automatically switch between  
the P25 radio system and available broadband networks, using  
Wi-Fi to extend voice channel reach to help highly mobile users retain 
connection when moving out of P25 coverage. The radio connects 
seamlessly with accessories, sensors and other devices via Bluetooth 
4.2 or Wi-Fi and features GPS location tracking to keep workers safe  
and improve task assignment. 
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To learn more, visit:
www.motorolasolutions.com/APXN50 

Motorola Solutions, Inc. 500 West Monroe Street, Chicago, IL 60661 U.S.A.  motorolasolutions.com

The APX N50 will be available in the following regions: NA, ANZ, EMEA, LACR and APAC.
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